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Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) are widely used to support developers and heavily
rely on using input methods (i.e. keyboard, mouse). Physically impaired developers who cannot
utilise these traditional tools can therefore be excluded from development activities and prevented
from entering into technical careers. Assistive tools such as speech recognition, eye gaze present
an opportunity to address some of these challenges and make coding more accessible. However,
they are often investigated independently with less emphasis around multimodal approaches. This
dissertation therefore explores how these interaction methods can be integrated within an IDE to
provide accessible coding approaches for physically impaired developers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software developers typically use Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs) for application
development as they includes useful features for
syntactic
highlighting,
code
navigation,
autocompletion, debugging, etc. to help them not
only write code, but also to manage large
codebases (Albusays et al., 2017; Chi and Naik,
2019). The, majority of these IDEs require the use
of traditional input devices (e.g. keyboard, mouse)
as a method of interaction which might be
inaccessible
for
developers
with
physical
impairments (Hubbell et al. 2006; Rosenblatt et al.
2018; Delimarschi et al. 2014). Physically impaired
developers with an interest in technical fields often
face an arduous task when using these traditional
input paradigms and are not always taken into
consideration during the development of IDEs. This
can result in them being excluded from technical
fields and entering careers related to software
development. Various assistive technologies such
as eye gaze trackers, and speech recognition
services have been developed and explored
independently to support developers in writing code
(Busjahn et al., 2015; Begel, 2005; Rosenblatt et
al., 2018; Radevski et al., 2016; Glücker et al.,
2014). Whilst these technologies can potentially
support physically impaired developers, they each
have limitations (e.g. speech recognition accuracy,
selection of small interface targets via gaze input,
etc.). To address these issues, this doctoral work is
exploring how these methods can be utilized
together within IDEs to present an enhanced
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approach to leverage the strengths of both
technologies. This type of approach has the
potential to provide a more viable and inclusive
coding approach that can support professional level
development work.
2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The overarching aim of the research is to
determine how assistive technologies such as eye
gaze tracking and speech recognition can facilitate
a usable, efficient, and feasible approach for
performing coding activities. The research aim is to
answer three core questions: (i) to what extent can
the combination of speech input, gaze interaction,
and mechanical switches make coding accessible
for people with physical impairments, (ii) which are
the optimal approaches for writing, editing,
navigating, autocompleting code using these input
technologies (iii) how can different speech
interaction approaches for coding (i.e. natural
language input, fixed vocal commands, speech
label selections) facilitate coding activities. A series
of individual studies, each having more specific
research questions will be conducted that will focus
around a specific element of coding.
Objective 1: Exploration and Development of a
Multimodal Inclusive Coding Environment
Several studies have been carried out in nonprogramming domains (e.g. word processing
(Beelders and Blignaut, 2010), web browsing
(Sengupta et al.,
2018), etc.) using the
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combination of speech and gaze interaction. This
work has commonly highlighted that the
disadvantages of each modality can be reduced
through using the two technologies in conjunction,
thus making an enhanced interaction approach for
people with physical impairments. To address the
lack of work using this combined interaction
technique in a development scenario, we want to
combine eye gaze and voice as an approach for
performing coding activities and evaluate the
feasibility with both disabled and non-disabled
users. In this work, we are developing a multimodal
coding environment that will utilize speech and
gaze to allow developers with physical impairments
to perform coding activities such as writing code,
navigation, deletion etc.

control the interface) and mechanical switches (for
selection) as a multimodal interaction approach for
performing coding activities has been developed
(figure 1). The prototypical code editor with simple
design
interface
to
existing
mainstream
development environments such as Atom, Brackets
was developed using HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
ElectronJS and codemirror, a JavaScript based
open source code editor. The prototype consists of
four components: Microsoft’s Azure Speech
Service as an automatic speech recogniser to
convert speech into text, a rule-based grammar to
trigger appropriate actions such as selecting,
navigating, removing code based on the voice
input, a gaze controlled onscreen keyboard to type
code and two mechanical switches for selecting
keys of onscreen keyboard and for triggering voice
recogniser.

Objective 2: Exploiting speech as a primary
interaction approach to develop different voice
coding methods
Speech as an interaction approach has been
explored to support developers in writing code, thus
reducing the dependency on a traditional keyboard
(Rosenblatt et al., 2018; Begel, 2005; Gordon,
2013). However, these tools are primarily targeted
for experienced coders and a minority have been
evaluated with physically impaired users.
Additionally, they present limitations such as
speech accuracy and having to learn new vocal
grammars (Rosenblatt et al., 2018; Wagner and
Gray, 2015). Hence, it is important to understand
how developers verbalise code and which speech
interaction approaches can be designed to facilitate
coding activities for people with physical
impairments. In this work, we will try to investigate
how different speech interaction approaches (e.g.
Natural Language Input, Fixed Grammars) can be
developed and compared against accuracy and
feasibility.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Voiceye interface when the
speech recognizer has been activated

This prototype was evaluated with both nondisabled (N=29) and disabled (N=5) participants to
access the feasibility of writing HTML and CSS
code as shown in figure 2. The design and
evaluation were primarily focused on writing,
deleting and selecting of the code.The results from
two user evaluations were positive and
demonstrated the feasibility of combining gaze,
speech, and multiple mechanical switches
interaction for supporting development work
(Paudyal et al., 2020). The participants had the
option of using two modalities in performing the
coding activities and it allowed them to switch
between the modalities based on their preferences.

Objective 3: Investigate code auto-completion and
code
navigation
features
using
assistive
technologies within a development environment
Code autocompletion and navigation are important
features in IDEs. In this work, we will focus on the
interaction
approaches
being
used
when
performing autocompletion and navigation by
physically impaired developers in their current
workflow. Based on the feedback from users, a
speech and gaze based interaction approach will
be developed and will be integrated within the
coding environment. A usability study will then be
conducted to investigate the feasibility of the
developed prototype.
3. CONTRIBUTIONS SO FAR AND NEXT STEPS

Figure 2: A developer with physical impairment
evaluating the Voiceye

A multimodal research prototype (“Voiceye”)
utilizing an eye gaze tracker (for typing code),
speech recognition (for issuing commands to

The next stage of the work is exploring different
approaches for writing code via speech interaction.
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A focus group study has been conducted with ablebodied developers to obtain an understanding on
how they might verbalise the writing of code in
different scenarios. Based on the feedback
collected, a voice based coding environment is
currently being developed that will utilize different
speech coding techniques (e.g. natural language
input, utilising a fixed grammar, etc.). An evaluation
will soon be conducted with both disabled and nondisabled users to compare the usability and
feasibility of the developed coding approaches.
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